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Harland Darvin Johnson

THE SUMMER STORM

August 3, 1935- June 28, 2015

Harland D. Johnson,
age 79, of Gary, SD passed
away on Sunday, June 28,
2015 at the Hendricks Com
munity Hospital in Hendricks,
MN.
Memorial service
will be 10:30am on Monday,
July 6th at the Hendricks
Hospital Chapel in Hendricks,
MN with Pastor Allen
Molascon officiating.
Inurnment will be at the East Highland Cemetery, rural
Brandt, SD. Birk Funeral Home of Hendricks, MN is entrusted with the arrangements.
Harland Darvin Johnson was born on August 3,
1935 in Deuel County, South Dakota near East Highland
Church in rural Brandt to parents Harold and Gurina
(Furness) Johnson. He grew up on the family farm and later
took over when his father retired. He farmed until 1979 and
then he sold milking supplies and equipment for a number
of years. He also helped area farmers as a hired man.
Harland was united in marriage to Ihla Bostic at the
East Highland Church in 1979. Ihla passed away in 1998
while they were in Arizona.
Harland enjoyed going south for many years and
spending his winters in Texas and Arizona. He also enjoyed
having coffee and visiting with the crew at Lake Cochrane,
Gary and Clear Lake. He was a lifetime member of East
Highland Lutheran Church.
Grateful for having shared Harland’s life is his
brother, Glenn Johnson of Marshall, MN and one sister,
Donna (David) Lucht of Weatherford, TX and numerous
nieces, nephews, cousins and friends.
He is preceded in death by his parents, Harold and
Gurina Johnson; his wife, Ida Johnson and 3 sisters, Evelyn,
Gladys and Thelma.
Blessed be his memory.

The day was clear and sunny
And the air was hot and dry
And not a breeze to stir the trees
Not a cloud within the sky.
Then a dark cloud showed itself
Along the northern rim
And with speed it traveled near
And the sun and light grew dim.
The white clouds rolled along ahead
The lightening flashed in blinding balls
The thunder rolled and rumbled on
Like water o’er the highest falls.
The cattle lifted up their heads
To sniff the dusty breeze
And all the birds in panic flew
To seek shelter in the trees.
The wind in all its fury came
And bent the tree tops down
The rain in torrents with it came
And hail lay heaped upon the ground.
Then all was still, the storm had passed
With a rainbow in the east,
The sun came out again
And the rumble all had ceased.
The grass and flowers all tattered lay
And all the crops in a tangled form
And nothing left of a season’s work
In the wake of a summer’s storm.
Mrs. Marietta Thomas

In Concert

The Dysart Family Southern Gospel
Full Gospel Assembly

Photo courtesy of Rachelle Nicole and the Billings
Gazette, Billings, MT. This highway is just outside of Miles City, Montana.

514 Haarfager Ave. N. Canby

Sunday, August 9, 6:00 pm

A Free-Will donation will be taken
Pot Luck Meal to follow. Meat provided.
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Aldon Almos
(believe he was recognized for the
earliest graduate in attendance)

Edyth Cascini & Margaret Olson introducing their class at the
School Reunion..
Six
classmates attended the 70th reunion from the Class of
1945. They held their class reunion in
Canby on the evening of July 3rd .

Gary Interstate May 24, 1945

65th, no reunion

Class of 1955 There were seven classmates at their 60th reunion. They
held their class re-union at the Rock Room of the Buffalo Ridge Resort at
5pm on July 3rd . (L to R: Dolly Fritz Meyer, Lila Van Steenberg Bulygo,
Donna Johnson Lucht, James Eng, Joan Cole Peden, Jean Denekamp
Haase, and Ruth Lovaas Nelson)
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Class of 1960 (no picture available) The class of
1960 held their 55th reunion on the patio of the
Buffalo Ridge Resort on the evening of July
3rd .

Class of 1965 The class of 1965 held their 50th reunion at
the Gary Community Hall at 5pm on July 4th . (L to R:
Darwin Engeseth, Pam Hults Hovby, Ellen Stone Schulte,
Darlene Denekamp Evans, Kathy McCormick Barone,
Linda Landsman Murphy and Jerry Denekamp)
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Class of 1965 getting ready to lead singing of the School

Two of the three winners
of the chance board. (Ray
Hults, Marilynn Koeppen
and Patti Haase) Marilynn
& Ray are pictured.
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30 Actual Sentences Found in Patients Hospital Charts.
1. She has no rigors or shaking chills, but her husband states she was very hot in bed last night.
2. Examination of genitalia reveals that he is circus sized.
3. Since she can’t get pregnant with her husband, I thought you might like to work her up.
4. The patient is tearful and crying constantly. She also appears to be depressed.
5. The patient has been depressed since she began seeing me in 1993.
6. Discharge status: Alive but without my permission.
7. Healthy appearing decrepit 69 year-old male, mentally alert but forgetful.
8. The patient refused autopsy.
9. The patient has no previous history of suicides.
10. Patient has left white blood cells at another hospital.
11. Patient’s medical history has been remarkably insignificant with only a 40
pound weight gain in the past three days.
12. Patient had waffles for breakfast and anorexia for lunch.
13. Between you and me, we ought to be able to get this lady pregnant.
14. On the second day the knee was better, and on the third day it disappeared.
15. She is numb from her toes down.
16. While in ER, she was examined, X-rated and sent home.
17. The skin was moist and dry.
18. Occasional, constant, infrequent headaches.
19. Patient was alert and unresponsive.
20. Rectal examination revealed a normal size thyroid.
21. She stated that she had been constipated for most of her life, until she
got a divorce.
22. I saw your patient today, who is still under our car for physical therapy.
23. Both breasts are equal and reactive to light and accommodation.
24. Patient has chest pain if she lies on her left side for over a year.
25. The lab test indicated abnormal lover function.
26. The patient was to have a bowel resection. However, he took a job as a
stock broker instead.
27. Skin: somewhat pale but present.
28. The pelvic exam will be done later on the floor.
29. Patient was seen in consultation by DR. Blank, who felt we should sit on
the abdomen and I agree.
30. Patient has two teenage children, but no other abnormalities.
Spell check would work wonders on many of these, but they wouldn’t be as hysterically
funny then! Also, knowing the meaning of the words! Enjoy! Found them on Facebook. We
hope we put a grin on your face today!

911 St. Olaf Avenue North
P.O. Box 148
Canby, Minnesota
507-223-5505
www.jims-market.com
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YOU CAN COUNT ON US FOR
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Fairchild Farmgirl
I’m Just One Cow Pie From a Full Spreader

Suzanne Fairchild

Sheep In A Show
Have you ever done something that you think you would totally have a handle on, but you get there or start on that particular project and as you get
that sinking feeling in your gut, the words,
“what have I done” race through your mind?
The first time it happened to me, was when I was asked to speak a at cattle convention in western South Dakota. I thought, “sheesh, I can talk the
ear off a corn plant, this isn’t going to be bad at all…” It also paid well and let’s face it, that can cure anything that ails ya. I’m crazy like that. A little
follow up to that train wreck. I was the entertainment that night at the convention, my first speech in front of people that were not only my peers, but
many people who knew way more than I probably ever will about cattle. They gave awards for industry leaders in that county and the surrounding area.
Big feedlots were mentioned and awarded that had a 5000-11,000 capacity.
Ours you ask?
We feed out cull cattle, permitted for 500. We fondly call it the Women’s Prison or the Lump Bump and Cyst Farm. You know, it all depends on
what is cheap coming through the sale barn that catches the buyers eye. Oh this was going to be entertaining alright. Me = butt of convention. So I was
supposed to speak for 45 minutes, have you ever tried that? I got up to that podium of doom and looked at about 250 people. My wonderful husband
said my face turned red as a beet and I had the deer in the headlights look as my speech started to tumble out of my mouth.
Present day: Sheep, my kids and an open show. Train wreck numero dos. I love my kids and want them to be well rounded individuals with some
responsibility, and a hint of go getter in them. What could be better than them learning all this and more showing sheep? As
the lambs were dropping this past February and the kids were helping feed bums, hugging and kissing them, I asked them if
they’d like to show them. “Sure mom,” they said as they wriggled lambs into the baby hold and brought bums into my living
room to watch TV with them (Yes I have pictures). See, I caught them at a time when they were having fun and the lambs
were little and cute. Now? Well now, they are dragging lambs that don’t want to be on a lead, brushing lambs that escaped
into burdock and sweating through bracing techniques in the hot sun. Me? I’m just glad they’re outside and not begging to play
on the computer 24/7. Let me just tell you that we have never showed a thing in our lives besides a drawing or macaroni art to
grandma.

Nothing.

We didn’t know how this all went down. So as the time grew near for the open show, we brought the lambs to the shearer
who kind of did a butcher job on their wool. We didn’t know any better, so it was fine to us. Each kid wanted their lamb to look
different, so one got a complete shear job, one had just the boots on, Rachel’s had boots and cap (the wool on its head unshaved) and then Ashlyn’s
was in full wool. We were one of the first ones at the show that day. We took out our lambs and equipment; which consisted of halters, leads, juice
boxes, granola bars and an old hair brush that no one liked anymore. Then sat down to watch the show, and by that I mean the people flying in with air
conditioned trailers, pickups worth more than our home, and equipment that folded out of the trailer like the Barbie Pet Spa that she had for her big
haired dog back when I was growing up. Our lambs laid on the grass with the kids like old fat ticks on a dog without a halter or lead. People looked at
us like we were a bunch of crazies as they walked past with their lambs in coats that covered up their lamb’s
whole body with just eye holes. One kid said, “wow, my lamb would be half way to China if I let him off the
lead.” Ashlyn’s lamb was still wet from the bath the night before, so we went to the next trailer who had a
huge blower to blow her dry. We stumbled around the bags of organic feed and fancy oils with her, but got her
to the stand. She fought it, but in the end, she looked like a cross between a bad lightening strike and the
movie Hairspray. Yep, we were going to get spanked. The poor kids, looked fearful but Ron and I said that it
was for fun, who cares what everybody else has and were here to learn. Well, Rachel's group was first.
“Sven” is a Ramboullet x Southdown cross. Black with white eyebrows. She was up against all black faces,
shorn slick. Hers was sheared except for the legs and head which she brushed with the old ratty hairbrush
until it stuck up straight. He looked like a big poodle and was truly “the black sheep”. But she kept her cool
Batgirl and Sven
and did good. Ashlyn’s, “Batgirl” didn’t want to do this at all. When the
lamb sat down like a dog in the thick sawdust and came up with her rump completely covered, well, Ashlyn wasn’t
too excited. Levi and Grace were in the same class together. Gracie's “Fuzzbomb” acted like he’d never seen a
halter before and Levi with his own stubborn sheep pulling him with the lead over his shoulder, he was pushing his
sisters sheep like it was a old car.
I’m sure they’re going to look back at this and laugh, right? When it was all said and done, they had all gotten
last place. Grace reminded everybody with a smirk that she was the only one who didn’t receive last place. “That’s
only because Levi was last in that group.” Ashlyn said rolling her eyes. They all agreed that they had fun though
and walked away learning a lot. Ashlyn commented that her black sheep in full wool all puffed out looked like a
Grizzly bear. “More like an appaloosa with her butt covered in sawdust” Rachel said and they all laughed.
Until next time,
Fairchild “You don’t have to get an award to be a winner” Farmgirl
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Leonard Crow Dog ~ Sicangu Lakota

by Carol

Leonard Crow Dog (born 1942) is a Sicangu Lakota medicine man and spiritual
leader who became well known during the takeover of the town of Wounded Knee on
the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota in 1973, known as the Wounded
Knee Incident. Through his writings and teachings he has sought to unify Indian people
of all nations. As a practitioner of traditional herbal medicine and a leader of Sun Dance
ceremonies, he is also dedicated to keeping Lakota traditions alive.
Background
Leonard Crow Dog was born in 1942. Crow Dog is a descendant of a prestigious,
traditional family of medicine men and leaders. The name Crow Dog is a poor translation of Kangi Shunka Manitou (Crow Coyote). His great-grandfather, the first to have the
family name, had coyote medicine and wolf power.
American Indian Movement
In 1970 activist Dennis Banks met with Crow Dog, seeking a spiritual leader for
the American Indian Movement (AIM), which had started among urban Indians in Minneapolis. Crow Dog had already been trying to unite people on the Rosebud Indian Reservation to organize and work together on issues affecting Indians. AIM organized the large march of the 1972 Trail of Broken Treaties to Washington, D.C. to demand
presidential attention to Indian issues. They campaigned on behalf of Indian veterans who were not getting the services they needed. Crow Dog also led protests in Rapid City and the town of Custer, South Dakota to demand justice
for hate crimes against the Lakota.
The atmosphere on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, which borders Rosebud, became increasingly tense.
Tribal chairman Dick Wilson, believed by opponents to have been fraudulently elected, had accrued much power.
He created a personal police unit, known as the Guardians of the Oglala Nation (GOONs), which was used to suppress
political opposition. Residents of Pine Ridge who were tired of corruption in tribal government and mistreatment by
whites gathered to protest. In 1973 the Oglala Lakota of Pine Ridge took over the village of Wounded Knee to demand justice from the federal government and an end to Wilson’s tenure.
The takeover of Wounded Knee had special meaning for Crow Dog because his great-grandfather, Jerome
Crow Dog, had been a Ghost Dancer. After receiving a vision, Jerome warned several dancers to stay away from a
large gathering of tribes in 1890; he saved them being victims of the Wounded Knee Massacre. When Leonard Crow
Dog went to Wounded Knee in 1973, he was very moved and later said, “Standing on the hill where so many people
were buried in a common grave, standing there in that cold darkness under the stars, I felt tears running down my face. I
can’t describe what I felt. I heard the voices of the long-dead ghost dancers crying out to us.”
Incarceration
Shortly after Wounded Knee, the federal government began prosecuting AIM leaders for various charges. One
early September morning of 1975, 185 FBI officers, federal marshals, and SWAT teams showed up at Crow Dog’s
Paradise looking for Leonard Peltier. Crow Dog was first taken to the maximum security unit at Leavenworth, and
was placed in solitary confinement for two weeks. However, he was moved from one prison to another many times.
The National Council of Churches took up Crow Dog’s case and raised $150,000 for his appeal. Vine Deloria, Jr., was
one of the attorneys involved on his behalf. However, his appeal was denied. When his defense team went before a
judge to apply for a sentence reduction, there was a long table stacked with letters and petitions from all over the
world in support of Crow Dog. Floored by the outpouring of support, the judge ordered that Crow Dog be immediately released. He had already served nearly two years of his sentence.
Personal life
Crow Dog married his first wife, Francine, in the Native American Church and took the name Defends His
Medicine in reference to the sacred peyote plant. Shortly after Wounded Knee, Crow Dog began his second marriage.
He was married to Mary Ellen Moore, later known as Brave Bird, with a pipe ceremony. They lived at Crow Dog’s
Paradise with Crow Dog’s parents, three children from his previous marriage, and Mary’s son, Pedro. His son, Leonard Alden Crow Dog, is an artist, spiritual Leader and Sundance Chief; Leonard Alden is also known as Yellow Coyote. Jacinta Eagle Deer was his step-daughter.
Books
Leonard Crow Dog is the author of “Crow Dog: Four Generations of Sioux Medicine Men”. The book recounts
family history through four generations of the Crow Dog family. The book details ghost dancers, a group who
brought a “new way of praying, of relating to the spirits”; Jerome Crow Dog, Leonard Crow Dog’s great-grandfather,
who was the first Native American to win a case in the Supreme Court in ex parte Crow Dog; Leonard’s father, Henry,
who introduced peyote to the Lakota Sioux. Crow Dog also details Lakota tribal ceremonies and their meanings, the
1972 march on Washington and the siege of Wounded Knee in 1973.
Published works
Crow Dog: Four Generations of Sioux Medicine Men. New York: HarperCollins. 1995
Source: wikipedia NativeAmericanEncyclopedia.com Unabridged
Based on the collective work of NativeAmericanEncyclopedia.com, © 2015 Native American Encyclopedia.
Cite This Source | Link To Leonard Crow Dog ~ Sicangu Lakota
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The Lakota Moon Calendar

by Amy

The Lakota Moon
Native Americans treasure nature and earth. The
people’s close connection to nature is seen in their calendars. Based on the moon cycles, the Native American year
is divided in to 13 moons with each moon being 28 days
long.
Though calendar types vary from tribe to tribe,
nearly all tribal calendars begin in the spring; to Native people, spring symbolizes the start of a new year through the
birth of new plant and animal life.
Every three years, an additional moon is added to help the Indian calendar coincide with traditional non-Indian calendars.
Some months in the Native American calendar have multiple names for moons. This could be
caused by different tribes involved in naming moons, different translations of the same name or the
overlapping of more than one moon in the same calendar month.
 Wetú – The Moons of Renewal and Growth (Spring)
Each spring, the camp circle moved to higher ground. Men fixed and created weapons and resumed hunting. Women gathered early berries and roots and repaired the tipis enjoyed the warm
weather after the confines of winter.
 Magáksicaagli Wí – Moon When Ducks Come Back
 Wíhákata Cépapi Wi – Moon of Making Fat
 Wójupi Wi – Moon When the Leaves are Green
 Blokétu – The Warm Moons (Summer)
During summer, the camp circle followed the migrating buffalo and moved often. Women
worked to maintain the camp and were responsible for transporting and unpacking the family’s belongings; they also prepared food and made and set up tipis. Girls helped gather firewood and water
and received instruction in quill-work decoration. Boys practiced their hunting skills on small animals. Men made weapons, hunted for game and defended the camp. Summer was also a time of celebrations and ceremonies.
 Wípazuka Wasté Win – Moon of the June Berries
 Canpásapa Wi – Moon When the Chokecherries Are Ripe
 Wasúton Wi – Moon of the Harvest
 Ptanyétu – The Moons of Change (Autumn)
As summer gave way to fall, the Lakota got ready for winter. Food was gathered to last the winter season. Women prepared meat from the buffalo that the men hunted. Underground storage
caches were filled with dried meat and fruit, and large quantities of firewood were stocked.
 Canwápegi Wi – Moon When the Leaves Turn Brown
 Canwapekasna Wi – Moon When the Wind Shakes off Leaves
 Waníyetu Wi – Moon of the Rutting Deer
 Waniyetu – The Cold and Dark Moons (Winter)
Winter signaled the beginning of a quieter time, during which a single camp site was used for
the season. While women made and mended clothing, men went on raiding parties to ensure the
camp’s safety and strength. Winter was also a time for fun. Children gathered around the fire to listen to the words of their grandparents. Lakota elders preserved community history by telling stories
and recounting past times. There also was time for games, dancing and visiting.
 Wanícokan Wi – Moon When the Deer Sheds Their Horns
 Wiót?ehika Wi – The Hard Moon
 Cannápopa Wi – Moon When Trees Crack From The Cold
 Istáwicayazan Wi – Moon of Sore Eyes (Snow Blindness)
Source: aktalakota
NativeAmericanEncyclopedia.com Unabridged
Based on the collective work of NativeAmericanEncyclopedia.com, © 2015 Native American Encyclopedia.
Cite This Source | Link To The Lakota Moon Calendar

Documentaries About Native Americans You Can Watch Right Now
Read more at http://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2015/04/10/10-fascinating-documentaries-about-native-americans-you-canwatch-right-now-159964 copy & paste into the address strip and watch these interesting movies...
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Have you been to our web site?
www.experiencegarysd.com
It is loaded with interesting information, including, Bill Stone’s book at:
http://experiencegarysd.com/billstonebook.cfm
and the Gary High School Orange Book at http://
experiencegarysd.comgaryschoolorangebook.cfm
Gary Historical Ass’n is on FaceBook
Please LIKE us there

Thoughts to Ponder:

Start each day with the most important thing you have to do.
Save the less important tasks for later.

Gary Historical
WE WILL OPEN IF YOU CALL
AND REQUEST A TOUR.
PLEASE CONTACT:
Ellen Schulte
605-272-5295
Carolynn Webber
605-272-5777
Joyce Keimig
605-272-5558

Muddled Meanderings in an Outhouse
~Bob Ross [1970 edition]

SHE’LL DO FOR AWHILE

Anger is a condition in which the tongue works faster than the
mind.

If you fill your heart with regrets of yesterday and the worries
of tomorrow, you have no today to be thankful for.

Become the kind of person who brightens a room just by entering it.

Do what you can, for whom you can, with what you have, and
where you are.

A hug is a great gift—one size fits all. It can be given for any
occasion and it’s easy to exchange.

Make a habit of reading something inspiring and cheerful just
before going to sleep.

Thank God everyday for the blessings He has given you.
Ask the Gary Interstate - Have questions or
concerns? Let us find the facts. Then share the findings in the
Gary Interstate. Contact eng_10@msn.com
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Pa said to prop it up real good
So I fixed it up as best I could.
If we can use it a few years more
Pa says he’ll buy one at the store—
One of them kind that’s real neat
With running water and a lift-up seat.
Pa says they have ‘em now that’s built inside
Ya’ don’t have to go out and freeze your hide.
They come with paper that’s rolled in a stick
He says it’s soft and none of it’s slick.
It sure is great—this modern age But, I think we’ll miss the catalog page.
ATTENTION GHA MEMBERS
Just a Friendly reminder to mark your
calendars for the 3rd Tuesday of the
month at 7 pm at the Gary
Community Center
See You There!

Machine Shed Up, But Not Finished
GHA needs your donations to complete the building

The Gary Historical Association must raise an additional $4,000 to complete the building to house the antique farm equipment and the donated fire truck from the Gary Volunteer Fire Department. This Machine Shed is
necessary to protect the machinery from the weather and to have it on display for viewing by the museum visitors.
The City of Gary donated $10,000 (1/2 of the $20,000 required) to get the project started. Our goal is to
raise the other half of the monies from individuals, organizations and businesses and we still have $4,000 to go.
Many of you have donated and we appreciate your generosity. If you haven’t already donated, we are asking for
your help to raise the remaining money. Please fill out the form below, write out a check and mail it to the Gary
Historical Association, PO Box 83, Gary SD 57237.
A family can memorialize their family name on a leaf of the Donor’s Tree in the museum for a donation of $1000 or more. A donor can
have an individual’s name etched on a leaf for $500. This is a way to let
future generations remember our contributions to Gary History.
Please accept this challenge to match the city’s donation so we can
complete the building. Since the GHA is a non-profit organization, your
donation is a tax deduction on next year’s taxes. Please help us meet our
goal.
GHA Board of Directors


------------------------------------------

Donation Form

GHA Donation Form
(Clip & Mail with Check)

---------------------------------------

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ____________________________________________________________________
E-mail Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Amount: $___________________________
Comments:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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